


Aims of today’s session
1. Why is it important to support at home?
2. Ways in which you can support at home

3. Ideas that you can take with you



There are different skills needed to be a 
successful reader:

•Being able to ‘crack the code’
•Becoming a fluent reader – what does this 
mean?

•Understanding the text – comprehension 
skills



Cracking the code

• Phonics – using this knowledge to blend and segment words
• Sight words
• Tricky words

• Little Wandle – new phonics scheme using in September 2023-24 in 
line with Carlisle Infant School



Phonics

A phoneme is the smallest unit of sound in a word.

c-u-p     c-oa-t     f-air-y



Phonics

A grapheme is a letter or a group of letters that 
represent a phoneme.

oe

o-e

ow

o
ough

oa



How many?!

• 26 letters in the English 
alphabet 

• 44 different phonemes (19 vowels, 25 
consonants)

• More than 150 commonly used 
graphemes

• September session?



Tricky / red words

•Common exception words, e.g. the

•Word lists – years 3&4 and 5&6



What is a ‘fluent’ reader?

• Prosody
• Flow / rhythm
• Self correcting
• Pausing
• Using punctuation 

correctly
• Intonation



Ways to help support fluency:

• Support and encourage children to read independently for 
information and, perhaps even more importantly, for pleasure

• Hearing an adult read aloud frequently (in any language)
• Echo reading
• Audio books
• Seeing the sentence as a whole (not line by line)
• Reading aloud themselves
• Talking about the pictures in a book – this helps develop confidence 

and language skills



Understanding the text – comprehension skills

Different questions types:
1. retrieval questions, e.g. What town does she live in?
2. inference questions, e.g. How is ___ feeling? How do you know?
3. vocabulary questions, e.g. What does this word mean? Why did the 
author choose that particular word?
4. evaluative/commentator questions, e.g. What do you think about ___?
5. prediction questions, e.g. What do you think will happen next? What 
other characters do you think will be introduced? 



Reading dogs – good examples of questions 
to ask your child 



How it all fits together



Reluctant readers

• Reading for enjoyment! Not meant to be a battle
• Little and often (5 minutes better than nothing!)
• Find texts, authors that they engage with (visit the 

library, social media, book lists etc)
• Try different types of texts, e.g. poems, non-fiction 

texts, comics, newspapers, cook books
• Writing reviews
• Have fun! Reading aloud together, funny voices, 

torches on at book time



Resources

• Pack included
• Library
• E-books
• Audio books
• Comprehension practise  ̽
• Websites – lovereading4kids, books for topics

• https://www.lovereading4kids.co.uk/
• https://www.booksfortopics.com/


